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          Product: PDFTron

Product Version: 9.2.3

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

Please find the attached video
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Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

After launch first, it shows the selection of popover on the field But after selection of any field, the selection of popover does not appear.

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Code samples to fill PDF forms & extract data on iOS - UI samples
	Guides for iOS PDF Library - New to PDFTron iOS SDK?
	Edit annotation style properties on iOS
	Document collaboration code samples for iOS

APIs:	PTWidgetAnnotationOptions - preferredDatePickerStyle
	Field Classes - PTField
	PTDigitalSignatureToolDelegate - digitalSignatureToolShowSignatureListOnPad

Forums:	Opacity change is not reflecting
	Check if signature field has been signed
	Displaying Annotations with iOS’s Built-In PDF Renderer
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          Hello Saikat,

Thank you for getting in touch with us regarding this issue.

We have been able to reproduce the issue and have added it to our backlog.

Best Regards,

Sahil Behl

Software Developer

PDFTron Systems, Inc.

www.pdftron.com

Tel: 1-604-730-8989

Fax: 1-604-676-2477
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          Hi @saikat.guchhait

A fix has been added and is available in our latest experimental build:

Podspec: https://nightly-pdftron.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/experimental/2022-08-12/cocoapods/pdfnet/2022-08-12_experimental_rev80316.podspec

DMG: https://nightly-pdftron.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/experimental/2022-08-12/PDFNet_iOS_nightly_developer_2022-08-12_experimental.dmg

Please let us know if this works for you.

Best Regards,

Sahil Behl.
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